Room 5 Class Newsletter - Term 2, 2022
Welcome back to school and to Term 2
I am delighted this term to see all the smiling faces looking at me
each morning and to be able to smile back!
Important points for this term.
● With the change to the covid-19 protection framework
(traffic lights) moving to orange, Rooms 4 & 5 have the
flexibility to work together more closely and to have outside
agencies bring their expertise into school. We have a few
exciting visitors coming into school this term.
● Hats are not required
● Children must have a change of clothes if they wish to play
on the field. No change of clothes = no field play.
● Book bags need to come to school every day. We need
them!
● Library day is Monday so bring a library bag. The library is
also open at lunchtimes Mon/Tues/Thurs/Fri to exchange
books.
Topic/Local Curriculum: We continue with our overall theme for
our classes this year as ‘Superheroes’. This term we have a focus
on being a superhero when it comes to the environment and
ecological sustainability which is our school-wide focus. Learning
that goes with N.Z Music Month, Sign language week, Bike Safety
Week, Youthtown, Life Education and Matariki will also be
important.
Maths: We start off the term with fractions as a continuation from
last term. From weeks three to eight we will be concentrating on
Number (place value, addition/subtraction,
multiplication/division) We will finish the term with
measurement-time and temperature. We continue with the Home
learning of Basic Facts. It is vital for the children to know these as
they are the building bricks that will form a strong foundation in
their maths. Your support in this really does make a difference.

Our School’s
Local Curriculum

The Environment
and Ecological
Sustainability

Literacy Writing: Our class programme is based on:

Guided Writing - instructional in small groups working with the teacher
Independent Writing -tindividuals write, then share it with the teacher or a
peer.
Shared Writing - writing that is co-constructed as a group with the teacher

We write using a range of motivation. This includes the children’s
shared personal experiences as well as teacher led topics and
ideas. For spelling this term we continue to learn groups of words
each week according to a progression of sounds and spelling
skills.

Reading: Reading is taught in instructional groups, based on the level
that the children are reading at. We not only concentrate on reading the
words correctly, but also answering questions related to the text. This
is how we show understanding of what we have read. We also focus on
increasing vocabulary, punctuation and grammar. Please try to listen to
your child read daily and sign and/or write a brief comment in their
Home Reading Journal. Thank you for your help with this. Tuesday is a
special day where we do all of our reading lesson in the library where we
have access to non-fiction material at the student’s reading level, as
well as the chance to enjoy the wonderful range of picture books.
Health : We have the Life Education mobile classroom coming this term
and Mike and Harold will be helping us to learn about healthy food as
part of our school wide focus on the environment and ecological
sustainability. We will also continue to learn more about what makes a
positive and strong learning classroom and how to develop good
relationships.
PE: Our focus this term is gymnastics, ball skills and playing winter
sports. Gym will be in the hall for weeks 1 to 3 and Youthtown will provide
coaching of winter sports in Weeks 3, 5, 7 and 9.

Home Learning:
Each day Monday to Thursday, your child should have
● Spelling words to learn
● A basic facts brick to work on.
● A book or part of a book to read. Some groups will have journals
that include articles, plays and poems to read.
Encourage your child to do consistent home learning. A parent’s
positive input into a child’s learning is invaluable because the time you
spend can build in them a life-long love of learning. 15 to 20 minutes a
day, four times a week is ample. Aim for roughly 3 minutes spelling, 5
minutes basic facts and twelve minutes reading.

Please remember that if you have any questions or concerns, always
go to your child’s home room teacher first. Afternoons are the best as
mornings are busy preparing for the day. Robyn Davis,the Junior
School leader is your next port of call. If we have concerns we will
contact you.

Kind Regards,
Marilyn Millar: marilynm@mangatawhiri.school.nz

